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Abstract: In order to simplify the application and improve diagnostic speed of the diagnostics,
a novel method to diagnose multiple open circuit faults in insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs)
by three-phase currents for power inverter in electric vehicles is presented. The summation of
currents with semi-period phase-difference is described in diagnostic variables with exploration
of the current information in faulty condition. In contrast with plentiful existing methods which
rely on the motor models and control parameters, this algorithm merely requires phase currents.
Meanwhile, the normalized way based on the absolute phase currents and variable parameter
moving average method are applied to improve the diagnostic speed and independence of load
variation, which contributes to the real-time application in the electric vehicles. Experimental results,
using a vector-controlled permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) and digital signal processor
MC56F8346, are presented to verify the algorithm effectiveness, showing many features, such as
applicability for multiple open circuit faults, well-robustness against false alarms, briefness and
agility for the diagnosis function.

Keywords: multiple open circuit faults; fault diagnosis; insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT);
AC motor inverter; electric vehicles.

1. Introduction

With the advent of worldwide shortage of energy sources, global warming and the more stringent
emission regulations, electric vehicles have played a significant role for the society [1–4]. The popularity
of electric vehicles makes electrical machines more widely used and the corresponding drive systems
are receiving more and more attention in the field [5,6]. Although, the current drive systems have
already achieved a high level of maturity, they are still inclined to undergo several unpredictable
failures due to the complicated structure and exposure to high stress environments [7]. In order
to decrease the expense and develop the reliability of the drive systems, the corresponding fault
diagnostic algorithms have been the research hotspots during the last decade [8–10]. Furthermore,
fault diagnosis is the foundation of the follow-up fault-tolerant control, which has great significance to
the safety and operation reliability of electric vehicles.

In general, the common vulnerable components in the drive systems are capacitors, the corresponding
gate drive circuits and semiconductor power switches where the last ones represent mostly over 31%
scoring average [11]. Furthermore, short circuit faults and open circuit faults of insulated gate bipolar
transistors (IGBTs) are the most common faults in the power switches [12,13], but the former ones
are fatal due to the transient overcurrent which is able to damage IGBTs in less than 10 µs. Therefore,
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short circuit faults have to be detected by hardware circuits. In contrast, open circuit faults cannot
cause an immediate shutdown of the drive system; however, if they are not detected as quick as
possible, they may cause another secondary devastation for the total drive systems. Thus, it shows
great significance to identify and detect the faulty switches as fast as possible.

Generally, according to the diagnostic signals, voltage-type and current-type diagnostic algorithms
are the universal applications. Due to the fast response of voltage signal, the less diagnostic time can be
guaranteed with voltage-type algorithms [14]. However, such algorithms usually require extra sensors
and hardware circuits to identify the voltage signals, which increases the cost and complexity of drive
systems. Although, paper [15] has proposed one novel voltage-based approach without any extra
device, the voltage observer based on motor model and parameters is indispensable in the diagnostic
system. Accordingly, current exiting voltage-type algorithms make the diagnostic process difficult to
realize and they are seldom applied into electric vehicles. Current-type diagnostic algorithms are able
to detect the open circuit faults without any extra device. Notwithstanding, current signals have the
hysteresis effect, which can cause a little time delay. So it is quite essential to improve the diagnostic
speed for the current-type diagnostic approaches [16]. Therefore, currently fast-acting current-type
diagnostic algorithms have realized universal application in electric vehicles because of their lower
expense and high reliability.

In the previous researches, current-type diagnostic algorithms based on the average current
Park’s vector are presented in paper [17–20]. The approaches in paper [17,18] calculate the current
vector’s midpoint position or the Park’s vector slope and identify the fault switches by finding
out the incomplete trajectory and phase-angle information. However, these approaches have
several drawbacks mainly related to the load variation. In order to overcome these above defects,
the normalized DC current method is proposed in paper [19], however, this method is not available in
the closed-loop systems. So the modified normalized DC current method is developed in paper [20].
Especially, the similar method further combined with fuzzy logic way in paper [21] is addressed
and has presented many advantages in the process of the complicated load conditions. However,
the algorithms based on modified normalized DC current method in [20] expresses hysteresis effect
and the fuzzy logic way in [21] requires more complex recognized processes, which is a challenge for
the general processors.

Recently, many effective current-type methods based on the direct analysis of current waveforms
have gained more attention [22–25]. An effective open circuit fault diagnosis based on the operative
characteristics of the brushless direct motor is shown in [22], which is realized by observing the
performance of phase current and other parameters about motors or inverters. Similarly, practical
current-based diagnostic algorithms by identifying the reference current errors and average absolute
value of currents respectively are addressed in [23,24], and in order to improve the diagnostic speed,
a fast-acting approach based on the amplitude of the d-q axis referential currents is proposed in [25].
These above methods have the ability to simply the calculation and further optimize diagnostic
speed. However, the referential currents and electric angular signal merely exist in the initial
controllers, which means that they cannot be applied into the outside independent diagnostic devices or
non-closed-loop system where the referential signals cannot be obtained. There is one open-transistor
fault diagnostics by analyzing the load current in paper [20] and this method is an extension of the
normalized dc-components method and has some advantages in robustness against the false alarms.
However, this method has some drawbacks such as higher complexity and larger detection times.

Nowadays, with the development of modern control theory, some intelligent algorithms,
such as, fuzzy logic approach [26], sliding mode observer based on switching model approach [27],
knowledge-based model approach [28], adaptive network-based fuzzy inference approach [29],
wavelet transform and neural network algorithm [30], are applied into the diagnosis for open circuit
faults in voltage source inverters. These approaches have many advantages in the diagnostic speed
and stable capacity. However, due to complicated calculation and the unattainable recognition of
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motor’s parameters, they require high-performance processors and show poor universality. Therefore,
intelligent algorithms still stay at a level of simulation and present little applications in electric vehicles.

The literature review presents that although various existing diagnostic algorithms concern
about open circuit faults, they have less considered the follow three aspects: practical application in
electric vehicles, conciseness in the implemented process and the well-robustness against false alarms.
In this paper, a novel diagnostic algorithm for multiple IGBTs open circuit faults is proposed and
this algorithm has many features, such as the effectiveness for single and multiple open circuit faults,
eminent diagnostic speed, no need of extra sensors and inner referential signals, independence of
varied load condition, robustness against false alarms, especially showing great contribution to the
outside fault diagnostic devices and the application in electric vehicles. Aiming at these advantages,
the algorithm and its relevant experiments are designed in the follow-up sections.

The primary approach is to obtain and analyze phase current information under normal and
faulty conditions. The summation of currents with semi-period phase-difference is non-zero under
faulty condition, which could be the principle to localize the faulty switches. In order to improve the
diagnostic speed and enhance the robustness against false alarms by load level, the normalized method
and the variable parameter moving average method are adopted. The new algorithm is implemented
with a digital signal processor MC56F8346 (NXP Semiconductors, Eindhoven, Netherlands) and
verified experimentally with the internally designed inverter system. Experimental results manifest
that this algorithm has great advantage in the detect speed and resistivity against false alarms, proving
its advanced diagnostic level.

2. Performance of Open Circuit Fault

This section concerns about the performance of phase-current under open circuit fault condition.
The topological structure of the drive system is shown in Figure 1, where the corresponding power
switches are named as T1–T6.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of three-phase inverter system.

Under the condition 360 rpm/30 Nm, the current waveform of phase A with the occurrence of
single fault in switch T1 is shown in Figure 2. Under normal condition, due to the well-operative
current regulator, three-phase currents perform completely as sinusoidal way, which means the output
torque is stable.
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At t = 0.032 s, an open circuit fault in power switch T1 is introduced, which causes that phase A
cannot produce positive current and the torque can be fluctuant. Meanwhile, the summation of currents
with semi-periodic phase-difference is non-zero; for example, iθ + iθ+π = iθ in faulty condition, while it
is iθ + iθ+π = 0 in normal condition. From this view of summation, the diagnostic variable can be
designed as zero or non-zero corresponding with the faulty and normal conditions.

3. Open Circuit Fault Diagnostic Algorithm by Phase Current

The diagram of proposed algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3. The phase-current required in this
algorithm can be obtained from current sensors. The variable parameter moving average method is
utilized to routinely deal with operating count for different motor speed condition. The diagnostic
variables dn are obtained by normalizing the periodic summation 〈sn〉 with the periodic absolute value
of phase current 〈|in|〉. The variables dn are used to diagnose most multiple open circuit faults except
for the phase failure. Therefore, auxiliary diagnostic variable an are developed to deal with the faulty
condition about phase failure.
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The summation of phase currents with semi-periodic phase-difference are calculated from phase
current in as follows:

sn = in,θ + in,θ−π (1)

where n = A, B, C and θ means the electrical angular. In order to improve the trustworthiness of the
diagnosis and reduce computation complexity, the average value of summation sn over a fundamental
current period is applied and expressed as follows:

〈sn〉 = fcurrent

∫ 1
fcurrent

0
sndt =

ωe

2π

∫ 2π
ωe

0
sndt (2)

Furthermore, the value of 〈sn〉 corresponds to the amplitude of phase currents which refers
to electromagnetic torque, so for the sake of being independence of load and decreasing the total
calculation workload, the periodic summation 〈sn〉 is normalized by dividing the periodic absolute
value of phase current 〈|in|〉. As a result, the final diagnostic variable dn can be expressed as:

dn = − 〈sn〉
2〈|in|〉

(3)

where the coefficient −1/2 is used to ensure that diagnostic variable would always take values within
the range of ±1.

From the Equations (1)–(3), it can be shown that the diagnostic variable dn is realized by some
simple mathematical operations and its conciseness contributes to the easier implemented process in
digital signal processors and it is useful for the application in electric vehicle since it takes up a little
calculation resource in the controller.

Under normal operating conditions, three-phase currents of permanent magnet synchronous
motor (PMSM) are sinusoidal waves, and they can be illustrated as follows:
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in =


ia = Imsin(ωet + ϕ)

ib = Imsin(ωet− 2π/3 + ϕ)

ic = Imsin(ωet + 2π/3 + ϕ)

(4)

where Im, ωe and ϕ are the maximum amplitude of the phase currents, the electrical angular velocity
and the initial phase, respectively. As mentioned earlier, phase current performs as sinusoidal
waveform normally, resulting in the values of sn and dn are equivalent to zero. Nevertheless,
when single open circuit fault occurs in power switch, at least one diagnostic variable will change
distinctly. Considering one fault in T1, phase A current during the positive half-cycle is eliminated
while it remains well-sinusoidal during the negative half-cycle as shown in Figure 2. Therefore,
the equation of phase A in the fundamental current period can be expressed as follows:

ia =

{
0 2kπ−ϕ

ωe
< t < (2k+1)π−ϕ

ωe

Imsin(ωet + ϕ) (2k+1)π−ϕ
ωe

< t < (2k+2)π−ϕ
ωe

(5)

In this case, substituting Equation (5) into (2) and (3), da can be calculated as

da = −

ωe
2π

∫ 2kπ−ϕ
ωe

(2k−1)π−ϕ
ωe

[Imsin(ωet + ϕ)]dt + ωe
2π

∫ (2k+1)π−ϕ
ωe

2kπ−ϕ
ωe

[Imsin(ωet + ϕ)]dt

2 ∗ ωe
2π

∫ (2k+1)π−ϕ
ωe

2kπ−ϕ
ωe

[Imsin(ωet + ϕ)]dt
(6)

Solving this equation, the final value of diagnostic variable da is

da =
− Im

π + (− Im
π )

2 ∗ (− Im
π )

= 1 (7)

Similarly, it is easy to find out that the diagnostic variable da is near −1 when the fault in T2
occurs. Consequently, it can be seen that dn are approximately equivalent to 1 for open circuit fault in
the upper leg and −1 for the lower leg. Therefore, the single fault switch can be detected by observing
which diagnostic variable firstly crosses the given threshold value Km based on Table 1.

Table 1. Detect of single open circuit fault.

Faulty Switch da db dc

Phase A
T1 > Km − −
T2 < −Km − −

Phase B
T3 − > Km −
T4 − < −Km −

Phase C
T5 − − > Km
T6 − − < −Km

Considering multiple open circuit faults in different switches, phase current waveforms are
seriously distorted, resulting in the diagnostic variables dn in vain under some specific circumstances.
For example, in case of double simultaneous faults in the same phase (named phase failure),
the corresponding phase is obstruent and the periodic summation 〈sn〉 is close to zero, causing
the false diagnosis. Therefore, auxiliary diagnostic variables an are required for multiple open circuit
faults. The auxiliary diagnostic variables an in this paper are presented as follows:

an =
〈|in|〉
〈|im|〉

(8)
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where n, m ∈ A, B, C and θm = θn + 2π/3. Under normal operating conditions, auxiliary diagnostic
variables an take values as 1 because of the symmetry current waveforms. When the phase fault
(exactly the upper and lower legs are faulty in the same phase) occurs, absolute value of |in| is equal
to near zero, causing the corresponding auxiliary variable an rapid decrement to zero. Consequently,
the faulty transistors can be detected by settling the detection threshold Kn. Generally, two diagnostic
thresholds Km and Kn are utilized to judge the occurrence of open circuit faults and the symptom of
both diagnostic variables are expressed as follows:

Dn =


N
0
P

dn ≤ −Km

|dn| ≤ Km

dn ≥ Km

(9)

An =

{
L
H

an ≤ Kn

an > Kn
(10)

For a typical three-phase voltage source inverter, 27 possible open circuit faults [23] can be
diagnosed and localized by utilizing both diagnostic variables according to the principle shown in
Table 2. Normally, most open circuit faults can be detected only with diagnostic variables dn while
phase failure must rely on auxiliary diagnostic variables an. It should be noted that in some special
cases the diagnosis may be ambiguous due to the closed-loop currents. For instance, when multiple
open circuit faults in T1 and T3 simultaneously occur, currents in the upper half-bridges are able to
flow out only in T5, leading to the blocking of the lower half-bridge in phase C. Therefore, whether T6
is faulty or not, cannot be detected by using this method.

Table 2. Localization of multiple insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) open circuit faults.

Items
Diagnostic Variable Auxiliary Variable

Da Db Dc Aa Ab Ac

Single IGBT fault

T1 P 0 0 H H H
T3 0 P 0 H H H
T5 0 0 P H H H
T2 N 0 0 H H H
T4 0 N 0 H H H
T6 0 0 N H H H

Phase fault
T1&T2 0 0 0 L H H
T3&T4 0 0 0 H L H
T5&T6 0 0 0 H H L

Double faults from crossed half-bridges

T1&T4 P N 0 H H H
T1&T6 P 0 N H H H
T3&T2 N P 0 H H H
T3&T6 0 P N H H H
T5&T2 N 0 P H H H
T5&T4 0 N P H H H

Two upper IGBTs faults

(T1&T3)&[T6] P P N H H H
(T1&T5)&[T4] P N P H H H
(T3&T5)&[T2] N P P H H H
(T2&T4)&[T5] N N P H H H
(T2&T6)&[T3] N P N H H H
(T4&T6)&[T1] P N N H H H

Multiple faults with phase failure

(T1&T2)&(T3|T6) 0 P N L H H
(T1&T2)&(T4|T5) 0 N P L H H
(T3&T4)&(T1|T6) P 0 N H L H
(T3&T4)&(T2|T5) N 0 P H L H
(T5&T6)&(T1|T4) P N 0 H H L
(T5&T6)&(T2|T3) N P 0 H H L

Note: ‘[]’ means that switch’s status is not certain. ‘|’ means at least one fault occurrence.
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Considering the settling of threshold Km, it can be proved that diagnostic variables dn will
converge to 1 or−1 under open circuit fault condition. So the threshold Km should be settled between 0
and 1. A small Km benefits to diagnostic speed; however, it may increase the possibility of misdiagnosis.
For the improvement of diagnostic speed and its trustworthiness, the threshold Km is selected to be
0.55 based on the subsequent experimental results and for the same reason, the threshold Kn is settle to
0.4. Furthermore, in order to quickly capture open circuit faults, one identified threshold K f is required
and the value of K f is settled to 0.3. It must be noted that K f is only used to identify the occurrence of
open circuit faults and it cannot localize final faulty power switches. Therefore, if a fast diagnosis is
not required primarily, the threshold K f can be neglected.

The variable parameter moving average method is utilized to improve the diagnostic speed and
reduce the computation burden. The periodic average summation 〈sn〉 is described as the continuous
parameter, however, it is inapplicable for discrete digital signal processor. So the discrete periodic
average summation

〈
sn,d
〉

is the average value of sn,d over an electrical period in the discrete system.
Under different motor speeds, the electrical period is variable synchronously, so the periodic average
summation

〈
sn,d
〉

can be obtained by using the variable parameter N relevant to the motor speed,
and its formula is shown as follows:

〈
sn,d
〉
=

1
N

N−1

∑
i=0

sn,d((k− i)τ) =
ωeτ

2π

2π
ωeτ−1

∑
i=0

sn,d((k− i)τ) (11)

where
〈
sn,d
〉

means the average value of summation in discrete system, N is the calculated counts for
different speed and N = 2π/(ωeτ), τ is the calculated period and sn,d((k− i)τ) is the practical value
at i− time before k− time.

Considering the feasibility of the average summation periodic average, the main factor is the
calculated period. We know that N = 2π/(ωeτ) and there are N calculated steps or corresponding N
arrays to record the current values in every calculated period. If the τ is chosen as too little, it means
the parameter N would be very big, and it’s a heavy burden on the digital signal processor. In contrast,
if the τ is chosen as too large, the accuracy of calculation cannot be guaranteed. So the τ can be chosen
based on the capacity of the digital signal processor. For example, the τ is chosen as 0.05 ms in this
experiment. And under motor speed 720 rpm condition, N = 2π/(ωeτ) = 104 and it is acceptable for
the experimental digital signal processor.

4. Performance Evaluation Results

Firstly, Matlab/Simulink (Matlab2016b, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) model has been developed
to verify the effectiveness of proposed algorithm and simulation results are utilized for the analysis
and the localization of open circuit faults under all conditions referred in Table 2. In the early design of
the algorithm, the simulation has a high significance to show the effectiveness of the method and pave
the road to the preparation of subsequent experiments. In addition, the simulation model consists of
the DC voltage source subsystem, the motor and drive power electronics subsystem, the space vector
control subsystem where the diagnostic algorithm is embedded. The dead time and the voltage drop of
the semiconductor are neglected in the simulation. Furthermore, with the target of validating proposed
algorithm practically, experimental tests are implemented and thresholds K f , Km and Kn have been
determined to be equal to 0.3, 0.55 and 0.4, respectively. Due to the similar results in simulations and
experiments, only the relevant experimental results are expressed.

4.1. Experimantal Setup

With the purpose of verifying the effectiveness of practical algorithm in the paper, experimental
tests are implemented with the test bench shown in Figure 4. The experiment is performed basically
utilizing a PMSM coupled to a magnetic-power brake dynamometer that is used to provide the external
load. The parameters of 2 kW PMSM are given in Table 3. The other configuration of experimental
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devices contains a LiFePO4 battery pack, a torque meter and a three-phase inverter system developed
internally. A six-leg bridge drive circuit with single IGBTs (AUPS4067D1) (Infineon Technologies,
Munich, Germany) constitutes the subject of inverter and digital signal processor (MC56F8346)
implements the proposed algorithm when three Allegro current sensors are used to measure stator
phase currents.

The block diagram of drive system with proposed open circuit fault diagnostic algorithm in
experimental tests is shown in Figure 5. The drive system adopts one novel space vector control
approach based on field-oriented strategy [31]. The pulse-width modulation inverter operates with
a switching frequency of 10 kHz and PI current regulator’s frequency is 20 kHz. The rotor position
and speed signal are obtained with a resolver. For the sake of not destroying existing devices, switches’
open circuit faults are produced by removing relevant gate control signals.

In order to verify the independence between the algorithm and power levels, experiments
were conducted under two different mechanical speeds conditions, namely 360 rpm and 720 rpm,
respectively. Under both speed conditions, several multiple faults are tested for two load conditions
equivalent to 60% and 100% of the motor rated toque. Moreover, in order to evaluate the robustness
against false alarms, one load variation condition is practiced experimentally.
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Table 3. Parameters of used PMSM.

Parameters Symbol Value

Rated power Pe 2.3 kW
Rated torque Te 30 Nm

Battery Voltage Vdc 120 V
Peak phase current Ipeak 80 A

Number of pole pairs p 16
Phase resistance Rs 21.55 mH

Magnet flux-linkage ψ f 0.0256 Wb
d-axis inductance Ld 124 µH
q-axis inductance Lq 124 µH
Moment of inertia J 0.0035 kg·m2

4.2. Experimental Results

4.2.1. 720 rpm Operation

Figure 6a shows experimental results about phase currents, values of diagnostic variables dn and
auxiliary variables an when switches T3 and T6 are faulty under 100% of rated torque.
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As shown in Figure 6a, under normal condition, three-phase current waveforms are sinusoidal
and symmetrical, resulting in diagnostic variables dn equivalent to zero along with auxiliary variables
an approximately equivalent to 1. When the first open circuit fault in T3 occurs at t = 2.424 s, phase B
current ib is prevented in the upper half-bridge leg while remaining currents are distorted with the
maximum value up to 145 A. Consequently, diagnostic variable db increases and exceeds the identified
threshold K f and afterwards detection threshold Km dramatically, converging to the final value of 1,
while the other diagnostic variables reach to near 0.23 and 0.38, respectively. Fast fault identification
and localization are realized and they take only 0.85 ms and 1.5 ms (approximately 12% and 18%
of fundamental current period). At t = 2.467 s, the second open circuit fault in T6 is introduced
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and diagnostic variables changed again owing to phase current ic which is eliminated at the lower
half-cycle. After this moment, diagnostic variable dc decreases to near −1 rapidly and da converges to
approximately 0.4 while db keeps a value of about 1 since fault in T3 is not removed.

The above faults can be identified and localized with diagnostic variable dn. Considering auxiliary
variables an, it can be seen that they are irrelevant with this case and an change significantly during the
fundamental current period due to distorted currents. However, auxiliary variables are always above
the threshold 0.4 which indicates that there is no occurrence of phase failure.

The experimental result shown in Figure 6b verifies the effectiveness of proposed algorithm under
lower load condition. The output current waveforms, diagnostic variables and auxiliary variables are
shown in Figure 6b when open circuit faults occur in T2 and T5. Similar to the previous case, after faults
occurrence for T2 and T5 at t = 5.1345 and t = 5.1715, respectively, diagnostic variables da and dc quickly
cross corresponding identified threshold −K f and K f , converging to about −1 and 1 respectively,
while db keeps fluctuant near the value 0.4 and lower than threshold Km. The proposed algorithm can
quickly detect the open circuit fault and localize the faulty switches by referring to Table 2. As for
auxiliary variables an, they are not relevant with this situation and they cannot trigger the threshold
Kn. Considering diagnostic speed, it can be seen that da takes about 1.3 ms (approximately 16%
fundamental current period) to localize open circuit fault in T2.

4.2.2. 360 rpm Operation

This part verifies the effectiveness of proposed algorithm under lower speed condition.
Figure 7a shows experimental results about phase currents, values of diagnostic variables dn and

auxiliary variables an when switches T1 and T5 are faulty under 100% of rated torque.
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Similar to the aforementioned cases, phase currents are sinusoidal and symmetrical under normal
condition, leading to normal diagnostic variables. When the occurrence of open fault in T1 comes,
da exceeds the identified and detected thresholds immediately, and converges to the final value 1.
Unlike in previous conditions, since phase A and C are limited to flow only in negative direction
together with phase B in positive direction, diagnostic variable db is approximately −1 while other
diagnostic variables are near 1. The lower leg in phase B seems to be broken-down, resulting in
the distinction of the diagnosis, which is an indefinite factor for the algorithm. During this process,
auxiliary variables are always in a safe state without false alarms.
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Experimental results in Figure 7b underline the effectiveness of proposed algorithm in the case of
both open circuit faults in same phase. When first fault in T3 occurs, the situation of diagnostic variables
dn are same to the situation shown in Figure 6a, with the fault being identified in a time equivalent to
12% of the electrical period. However, after another fault in T4 is introduced, phase B current performs
null over all period and the motor receives power from the remaining healthy phases. As a result,
diagnostic variable db and the remaining variables decrease to a value of zero considerably. During
this process, current ib intermittently flows out a little due to the existence of reverse recovery diode.
Consequently, the summation sb is zero while periodic average of current ib is exiting. Other phase
currents perform as sinusoidal and symmetrical waveforms, so other diagnostic variables keep to near
zero; thus, this fault requires auxiliary variables an to detect the phase fault. As shown in Figure 7b,
auxiliary variable ab converges to zero rapidly when fault in T4 occurs. At the same time, other auxiliary
variables do not trigger the threshold Kn. It should be noted that aa converges to an enormous value
due to the absence of current in phase B. Thus, in this case, the amplitudes of an is limited under
a value of 4. Accordingly, phase failure can be detected by using diagnostic variables dn and auxiliary
variables an.

4.2.3. Load Variation Behavior

In order to validate the ability to resist interference and false alarms, a load variation condition
where the transient torque command varies from zero to the maximum torque was performed under
rated speed 720 rpm condition and the relevant results are presented in Figure 8. Since auxiliary
variables are not relevant to this condition, their behaviors are not mentioned in this case. When load
torque arises to the rated torque from zero in a very short time, the average value of summation with
semi-periodic phase-difference slightly increases, resulting in the variations of diagnostic variables dn.
Similarly, when torque command varies from maximum torque to free-load condition at t = 0.148 s,
diagnostic variables dn increases slightly. Notwithstanding slight variation of diagnostic variables,
the maximum value of diagnostic variables is near to 0.2 and it is always below the threshold
Km. The experimental results in this case indicate that even under the severest torque variations,
the amplitude of dn is less than considered identified threshold K f , which contributes significantly
to the robustness of proposed algorithm. As mentioned in the introduction, the algorithm has the
advantages in these aspects: practical application in electric vehicles, conciseness in the implemented
process and the well-robustness against false alarms. The experimental results considering the different
speed and load conditions show its effectiveness in dealing with the complex driving environment;
furthermore, the result under severe torque variation condition proves the capacity against false alarms.
The design process of the algorithm in Section 3 proves the conciseness and contributes to the less
resource occupancy in digital signal processor.
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4.2.4. Diagnostic Speed and Comparison

Generally speaking, diagnostic speed of proposed algorithm relies on the occurrence moment of
the fault. For instance, if the fault is introduced in the top leg just during a positive current half-cycle,
the variation of dn can be identified immediately because of the obstructed currents. Otherwise, if the
fault is introduced in the top leg during a negative current half-cycle, the variation of dn can be
observed only at the next half-cycle, leading to the slight time delay. Therefore, the optimal evaluation
method is to ascertain the average diagnostic time based on fault occurrence moment; considering
above the elements, a number of experiments are implemented and prove that diagnostic time can
be shorter as 15.5% and longer as near 63.5% of the electrical period. Finally, proposed diagnostic
algorithm has the average diagnostic time equivalent to about 38.5% of electric period.

The various diagnostic algorithms are addressed and compared in species such as their diagnostic
time, ability to resist against false alarms and practicability in the drive system [9]. Among these
algorithms, the modified DC current algorithm has the features of high ability to resist false alarms and
independence of load variations; thus it is widely applied into the electric vehicles and it is selected
as the contrasted method. The diagnostic speed between the both algorithms are summarized in
Table 4, and the items are obtained according to a number of experimental results at 360 rpm and
30 Nm condition.

The result in Table 4 presents that proposed algorithm has a huge advantage in the diagnostic
speed compared with the wide used normal algorithm in [19].

Table 4. Results about the diagnostic speed.

Items
Diagnostic Time (% of Current Period)

Minimum Average Maximum

Normal algorithm [19] 33 79.5 125
Proposed algorithm 15.5 38.5 63.5

5. Conclusions

A practical real-time diagnostic algorithm for multiple IGBTs open circuit faults is proposed in this
article. When open circuit faults in power switches occur, the corresponding half-bridge is obstructed
and cannot produce the currents, resulting in the summation with semi-periodic phase-difference is
non-zero value. Accordingly, diagnostic algorithm based on the normalization method and variable
parameter moving average method is presented.

This algorithm requires only phase currents without extra sensors and referential signals,
contributing to lower complexity of system and outside diagnostic devices. The experimental
results present the effectiveness, fast-acting ability and practicability for electric vehicles. Meanwhile,
this algorithm requires simple arithmetical operation and does not need various transformations,
which have high significances for real-time capability.

Compared with other diagnostic algorithms that usually needs several fundamental periods,
proposed algorithm is much faster and even only requires even 15.5% of electrical period. The main
work in this paper concerns about the detection and localization of multiple IGBTs open circuit
faults in the drive system and this algorithm is fundament of subsequent fault-tolerant control which
is of great significance to the operation of the inverter in electric vehicles. However, the auxiliary
diagnostic variables are obtained by dividing the absolute current values, which means the very
big value of auxiliary diagnostic variables in some calculations. Therefore, the design of auxiliary
diagnostic variables can be further improved. Besides, as illustrated in part 3, there may be ambiguous
diagnosis in some specific cases due to the closed-loop currents, so the proposed algorithm requires
further improvement.
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